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The current federal government was elected 
on a platform promising significant changes to 
Canada’s democratic institutions. Among sev-
eral other reform proposals, the Liberals prom-
ised that “2015 will be the last federal election 
conducted under the first-past-the-post voting 
system.”1 To enact this proposal, a special all-
party parliamentary committee would be struck 
to examine options for reform and “within 18 
months of forming government,” the Liberals 
would “bring forward legislation to enact elec-
toral reform.”2 After the Liberals won the elec-
tion, Maryam Monsef was appointed as Minister 
of Democratic Institutions. Her mandate letter 
from the Prime Minister confirmed the gov-
ernment’s plans to move forward with electoral 
reform. Ms. Monsef was directed to:

Bring forward a proposal to establish a special 
parliamentary committee to consult on 
electoral reform, including preferential ballots, 
proportional representation, mandatory voting 
and online voting.3

As promised, on May 10, 2016, Minister 
Monsef gave notice of a motion to establish a Spe-
cial Committee on electoral reform “to identify 
and conduct a study of viable alternative voting 
systems.”4 The committee was to be composed of 
ten voting members (6 Liberals, 3 Conservatives, 
and 1 NDP) with an additional member from the 
BQ and the Green party who could not vote or 

move motions.5 In response to opposition con-
cerns about the Liberals having a majority on the 
committee, the government agreed to instead 
support a motion moved by NDP MP Nathan 
Cullen (as modified by a friendly amendment 
from Minister Monsef) that changed the compo-
sition of the committee to twelve voting mem-
bers (5 Liberals, 3 Conservatives, 2 NDP, 1 BQ, 
and 1 Green).6 The Committee met on June 21, 
2016 to elect a Chair and Vice-Chair and on June 
29, 2016 to plan how to conduct its work.7 Every 
MP was invited to hold a town hall over the sum-
mer to gather the views of their constituents and 
report back to the Committee. The Commit-
tee has been meeting regularly over the last few 
months to hear witnesses and receive the reports 
of MPs' consultation. It is required to present its 
final report to the House by December 1, 2016

To illustrate the types of electoral reform the 
committee may wish to recommend, this paper 
will examine the various electoral systems that 
have been adopted or proposed in comparable 
Commonwealth jurisdictions and at the provin-
cial level in Canada. It will then discuss whether 
a constitutional amendment or ordinary statu-
tory change would be needed to implement 
those various systems in Canada.

The government has faced strong pressure 
from the Official Opposition to hold a referen-
dum before it makes any changes to the existing 
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referendum. So far, it has resisted those calls, 
except to give the Special Committee on Elec-
toral Reform the power to “study and advise on 
additional methods for obtaining the views of 
Canadians,” which could arguably include a ref-
erendum.8 This paper will examine the electoral 
reform referenda that have been held in other 
Commonwealth countries and in several Cana-
dian provinces. It will also consider whether a 
constitutional convention has arisen requiring 
any major changes to Canada’s electoral system 
to be approved by referendum.

Reform Examples from Other 
Commonwealth Democracies

Under the first-past-the-post system, whichever 
candidate wins a plurality of the votes cast in an 
electoral district or riding is elected as the repre-
sentative of that riding. Although most modern 
Western democracies use a voting system other 
than the first-past-the-post system, the most 
illustrative examples for the purposes of this dis-
cussion come from countries whose Parliaments 
are otherwise similar to Canada’s: New Zealand, 
Australia, and the United Kingdom. Between 
them, they provide examples of the three main 
alternatives to the first-past-the-post system: 
tie Alternative Voting (AV); Single Transferable 
Vote (STV); and Mixed Member Proportional 
(MMP) systems.

As in first-past-the-post, AV uses one rep-
resentative per riding but allows voters to rank 
more than one candidate as their first, second, 
etc. choice. If the candidate with the most votes 
does not obtain a majority of the votes, the candi-
date with the fewest votes is eliminated, and their 
voters’ second-choice preferences are allocated 
to other candidates. This process is repeated until 
one candidate obtains a majority of the votes and 
is elected. As discussed in greater detail below 
in relation to the Australian Senate, STV uses 
multi-member constituencies where voters rank 
their preferences for party lists or individual 
candidates and a mathematical formula is used 
to determine which representatives are elected 
(the formula ensures representatives are cho-
sen in approximate proportion with each party’s 

share of the vote). MMP systems uses a mix of 
single-member constituencies elected under the 
first-past-the-post system and additional list 
members appointed to equalize the number of 
representatives each party has with the party’s 
share of the vote.

New Zealand

The New Zealand Parliament has always been 
able to set the rules for elections by ordinary 
legislation.9 Until 1996, House of Representa-
tives elections were usually conducted using the 
first-past-the-post system.10 In 1914, Parliament 
passed a law to change the Legislative Council 
from an appointed body to one elected by STV.11 
The change was never implemented before the 
Legislative Council was abolished in 1950.12 
Since 1996, however, members of the now-uni-
cameral House of Representatives have been 
elected using MMP.13

In the 1978 and 1981 elections, Labour 
secured more votes overall than the governing 
National Party but National won more seats and 
remained the government. After Labour won the 
1984 election, it established a Royal Commis-
sion on the Electoral System in early 1985, which 
recommended adopting MMP. Although neither 
Labour nor National liked MMP, both parties 
attempted to outmanoeuvre each other by prom-
ising to hold referenda on electoral reforms if 
they were successful in the 1990 election.14

National won and, under increasing politi-
cal pressure to respond to public demands for 
electoral reform, agreed to hold a non-binding 
referendum on 19 September 1992. Voters were 
asked whether they wanted to change the exist-
ing voting system and whether they preferred 
MMP, STV, a supplementary member system (a 
system similar to MMP but where only the list 
seats are allocated proportionately to the parties’ 
shares of the vote without regard to who one the 
first-past-the-post seats), or AV.15 If there was 
majority support for change, the government 
promised it would hold a binding referendum to 
choose between first-past-the-post and the most 
popular alternative. Although turnout was only 
55%, 85% of those voting supported changing 
the electoral system while 70% favoured MMP. 
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The second binding referendum was held at 
the same time as the 1993 election resulting in 
a much higher 85% turnout. MMP was chosen 
by 54% of those voting and was implemented for 
the 1996 and subsequent elections.16

In the New Zealand MMP system, each elec-
tor can vote for both an electorate MP and a 
party.17 Half of the 120 MPs are electorate MPs 
elected in single-member constituencies under 
a first-past-the-post system.18 The other half are 
selected from ranked lists established by the par-
ties (“party lists”)19 in the proportions needed to 
ensure each party’s share of the total number of 
MPs corresponds to its share of the party vote. 
Parties must either obtain 5% of the party vote 
or win at least one electorate seat to obtain any 
party list MPs. If a party has more electorate MPs 
than its share of the party vote would entitle it to, 
it keeps those MPs but the size of Parliament is 
increased by that number of seats until the next 
general election (an “overhang”).20

In 2009, the National government announced 
plans to hold another referendum on the future 
of MMP at the same time as the 2011 election. 
Over 56% of those voting supported retaining 
MMP. A second question asked what voting 
system should be adopted if there were to be a 
change. Returning to first-past-the-post was the 
most popular alternative, receiving almost 47% 
of the vote.21 Keeping the MMP system trig-
gered an automatic review of the system by the 
Electoral Commission.22 On 29 October 2012, 
the Commission presented its final report to 
the Minister of Justice. The Commission recom-
mended reducing the threshold for obtaining 
party list MPs to 4% of the party vote, abolishing 
the threshold of one electorate seat for obtain-
ing party list MPs and the provision for over-
hang seats, and considering changing the ratio of 
electorate seats to party list seats from 50:50 to 
60:40.23 To date, Parliament has not enacted any 
of the changes the Commission recommended.

Finally, since 1867, New Zealand has had 
dedicated seats for M āoris. Originally, there were 
four M āori seats and M āori voters could only 
vote for M āori seats.24 Since 1975, electors of 
M āori descent have been able to choose during 
each census whether to enroll in general or M āori 

seats. When MMP was adopted, the number of 
M āori electorates was allowed to vary according 
to the size of the M āori electoral population.25 
Currently, there are seven M āori seats in addi-
tion to the 120 general seats.26

Australia

Commonwealth elections

Since Australia’s creation, the Commonwealth 
Senate and House of Representatives have both 
been elected houses chosen directly by the peo-
ple.27 State election laws governed the first Com-
monwealth election but ceased to apply when 
Parliament provided otherwise in 1902.28 The 
Commonwealth Parliament has the power to 
make laws prescribing the method of selecting 
Senators, but such laws must be uniform for all 
the States; subject to that power, State Parliaments 
may also make laws prescribing the method of 
selecting Senators.29 The Commonwealth Parlia-
ment has the power to make laws concerning the 
method of selection of MPs.30

Initially, Commonwealth elections were con-
ducted on a first-past-the-post basis (electors 
had to vote for the total number of Senators to 
be elected for their state for their Senate ballot 
to be counted).31 In 1918, however, the first-past-
the-post system for MPs was replaced by AV in 
response to the rise of the Country Party after 
the First World War and the prospect of it split-
ting the non-Labor vote.32 Voters must rank all 
candidates for their ballot to count.33 If no candi-
date receives an absolute majority of first prefer-
ence votes, the candidate who receives the fewest 
first preference votes is excluded and each of his 
or her ballot-papers is counted for the candidate 
next in the order of the voter’s preferences. The 
process of eliminating the candidate with the 
fewest votes and reallocating his or her votes 
to the next candidate in order of preference is 
repeated as needed until a candidate obtains an 
absolute majority of votes.34 A similar system was 
put in place for Senate elections in time for the 
1919 general election (although voters did not 
have to rank all candidates until 1934).35 In 1924, 
voting in House of Representative and Senate 
elections was made mandatory.36
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In 1948, further reforms were made to the 
method of voting for Senators. AV was replaced 
by STV. Until 2016, voters had to indicate a 
ranked preference next to each candidate “below 
the line” for their ballot to count or choose to 
rank all candidates in the order preferred by their 
political party of choice by marking that party as 
their choice “above the line.”37 A candidate had 
to achieve a quota of votes (determined by tak-
ing the total number of unspoiled ballot papers 
divided by the number of Senators to be elected 
plus one and then adding one to the result) to 
be elected. Any candidate who achieved the 
quota or more of first preference votes is elected. 
If any candidate achieved more votes than the 
quota, the second preference of all the ballots 
that ranked that candidate first are counted but 
at a discounted rate (determined by the candi-
date’s surplus number of votes divided by the 
candidate’s total number of votes). If all surplus 
votes from elected candidates are transferred and 
vacancies still remain, the unelected candidate 
with the lowest number of votes is excluded and 
his or her votes are redistributed to the candidate 
next in order of preference. If any of the remain-
ing candidates obtain a quota through this pro-
cess of distribution, they are elected and any 
surplus they have is distributed to other candi-
dates before the next lowest-ranking candidate is 
excluded. The process is repeated until all vacan-
cies are filled (the last vacancy can be filled by a 
majority of votes even if it is less than the quota). 
Due to the complexity of the system, it can take 
several weeks before the results of a Senatorial 
election is known.38

In recent years, the ability of voters to vote 
“above the line” has been manipulated by per-
sonality-based or single-issue micro-parties that 
agree to allocate their preferences to each other. 
For example, four independents and four single-
Senator micro-parties (including the Australian 
Motoring Enthusiast Party) currently hold the 
balance of power in the Senate.39 To combat this 
problem, the government introduced changes to 
the Senate election rules. Although opposition 
from Labor and all but one of the independent 
or micro-party Senators delayed passage of the 
Bill (there was over 40 hours of debate in the 
Senate on the bill, including 28 hours straight at 

Third Reading), it eventually passed 36-23 with 
the support of the Greens and independent Sen-
ator Nick Xenophon. The next day, it passed the 
House of Representatives 81-31.40

Under the new rules, voters no longer need to 
number every candidate below the line for their 
ballot to be counted. Instead, voters will have to 
either number at least six boxes above the line 
for their preferred parties or groups or at least 
twelve boxes below for individual candidates in 
their order of choice. Parties and groups will no 
longer be able to register group voting tickets to 
direct voter preferences — voters now have to 
do so themselves.41 On 13 May 2016, the High 
Court ruled that the new Senate ballot paper 
complied with the provisions of the Constitution 
governing Senate elections.42 The changes come 
into force on 1 July 2016 and thus will apply to 
the Senate election being held on 2 July 2016.43

State elections

Most of the State Legislative Assemblies are 
elected using the same AV system as the Com-
monwealth House of Representatives, except that 
in New South Wales (NSW) and Queensland, 
voters do not have to rank every candidate for 
their ballot to be counted.44 Tasmania and the 
Australian Capital Territory (ACT) use a form of 
STV that is similar to that used for federal Sen-
ate elections. However, voters need only rank 
as many candidates as there are vacancies to be 
filled.45

The States’ Legislative Councils are elected by 
a variety of proportional representation systems. 
In NSW, Victoria, South Australia, and Western 
Australia, an STV system similar to that used for 
the Commonwealth Senate is used (except that 
voters only have to rank at least fifteen candi-
dates in NSW or five candidates in Victoria).46 
Tasmania uses an optional preferential voting 
system that is the same as that used in the Com-
monwealth House of Representatives except that 
voters do not have to rank every candidate.47 
Queensland abolished its Legislative Council 
in 1922 while the ACT and Northern Territory 
have never had Legislative Councils.48
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In NSW and the ACT, changes to the elec-
toral system must be approved by the majority 
of voters voting in a referendum (and in ACT 
by 2/3 of the members of the Legislative Assem-
bly).49 Otherwise, the electoral rules in Australia 
can be changed by ordinary Commonwealth or 
State legislation without any need to hold a ref-
erendum.

The United Kingdom

Elections to the House of Commons continue 
to be conducted under the traditional first-past-
the-post system.50 There were several attempts 
to introduce a different voting system in the 20th 
century but none of them succeeded. In 1910, 
a Royal Commission was appointed to enquire 
into electoral systems that might provide a more 
representative character to the House of Com-
mons. It considered STV the most appropriate 
form of proportional representation for English 
conditions but in the end found that the benefits 
of proportional representation did not outweigh 
the downsides. It instead recommended the 
adoption of AV (essentially the Australian sys-
tem).51

When the Representation of the People Bill 
was introduced in 1917, it originally provided 
for a mix of AV and STV.52 The provision for 
STV was deleted (except for university constitu-
encies) by the House of Commons in commit-
tee but the provision for AV passed.53 The Lords, 
however, preferred STV to AV.54 In response, 
the Commons insisted on AV.55 Eventually, a 
compromise was reached whereby the Bound-
ary Commissioners would prepare a scheme to 
introduce STV for 100 seats to be approved by 
Parliament.56 The scheme was duly prepared but 
was rejected by the House of Commons in May 
1918.57

Private members’ bills to introduce STV or 
alternative voting were rejected in 1921, 1923, 
and 1924.58 Finally, in 1931, the minority Labour 
government was able to get a bill providing for 
AV through the House of Commons. A proposed 
amendment in the Lords to provide for STV 
instead was withdrawn as outside the scope of the 
Bill but an amendment to limit AV to boroughs 
with populations more than 200,000 passed. The 

Bill died when the Lords’ amendments were not 
passed by the Commons before the Labour gov-
ernment resigned and was replaced by a coali-
tion National Ministry.59

In May 2011, a UK-wide referendum was 
held on whether first-past-the-post should be 
replaced with AV.60 The proposed system was an 
optional preferential ballot similar to that used 
in Legislative Assembly elections in NSW and 
Queensland. Voters could rank as many candi-
dates as they wished. If no candidate achieved a 
majority of first-preference votes, the candidate 
with the lowest number of votes would be elimi-
nated and his or her second-preference votes 
would be allocated to other candidates. If no 
candidate had a majority, the process would con-
tinue until one did.61 Only 42.2% of registered 
electors turned out to vote but, of those voting, 
67.9% supported retaining the existing first-past-
the-post system.62

Although the House of Commons contin-
ues to use first-past-the-post, AV is now used to 
select one portion of Parliament. After all but 92 
hereditary peers were excluded from the House 
of Lords in 1999, the Lords decided to use AV 
to conduct the by-elections required when the 
remaining hereditary peers died or resigned 
their seats.63

When devolved assemblies were created in 
Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland, Parlia-
ment decided that proportional voting systems 
should be used to elect the devolved assemblies’ 
members. The Northern Ireland Assembly uses 
an STV system in which each constituency elects 
six members. Electors can rank as many or as 
few candidates as they wish.64 The Scottish Par-
liament and the National Assembly for Wales use 
an Additional Member System (“AMS”) that is 
similar to New Zealand’s MMP system in which 
voters vote for both an individual candidate and 
a party. Individual candidates are elected to sin-
gle-member constituencies using first-past-the-
post while additional members in a larger region 
are chosen from party lists to ensure each party’s 
total share of Parliament or the Assembly’s seats 
is proportionate to its overall share of the vote.65 
In each of the devolved jurisdictions, devolu-
tion was approved by a referendum. The pro-
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posed proportional representation voting system 
for each devolved assembly was included in the 
government proposals leading up to each refer-
endum but the electorate was not given a choice 
as to which voting system should be adopted — 
they had to vote for or against devolution as a 
whole.66

Previous Attempts at Electoral 
Reform in Canada

British Columbia

British Columbia has attempted electoral reform 
on two occasions in recent years. After the 2001 
provincial election, the Legislative Assembly cre-
ated a Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform to 
consult with British Columbians and consider 
whether a different model for electing members 
of the Legislative Assembly should be adopted.67

After a lengthy consultation, public hearing, 
and deliberation process, the Assembly voted 
123-31 that STV would serve British Columbia 
better than MMV. It then voted 142-11 to recom-
mend not retaining first-past-the-post and 146-7 
to recommend STV to the people of British 
Columbia to consider in a referendum.68 Under 
the Citizens’ Assembly’s proposed STV system, 
each electoral district would elect between 2 
and 7 members depending on their population. 
Voters would be free to rank as many or as few 
candidates as they wished but there would be 
no “above-the-line” option to rank candidates 
as a political party suggested. Ballots would be 
counted in a similar fashion to the STV models 
used in Tasmania and the ACT.69

The question “Should British Columbia 
change to the BC-STV electoral system as rec-
ommended by the Citizens’ Assembly on Elec-
toral Reform” was put to British Columbians in 
a referendum held at the same time as the 2005 
general election. 70 To be binding on the govern-
ment, at least 60% of valid votes cast had to vote 
“yes” and at least 50% of the valid votes cast in at 
least 60% of BC’s electoral districts had to vote 
“yes.” The second threshold was passed (more 
than 50% voted “yes” in 77 out of 79 electoral 

districts) but the first was not (only 57.69% over-
all voted “yes.”).71

Given the close result, the government 
decided to hold a second referendum (originally 
scheduled to be held at the same time as the 2008 
municipal election but later rescheduled to the 
2009 provincial general election). Rather than 
have a “yes or no” question, the second refer-
endum asked British Columbians “Which elec-
toral system should British Columbia use to elect 
members to the provincial Legislative Assembly? 
The existing electoral system (first-past-the-post) 
/ The single transferable vote system (BC-STV) 
proposed by the Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral 
Reform?”72 This time, neither threshold was 
reached — only 39.09% overall voted for the BC-
STV system and in only 8 out of the 85 electoral 
districts did more than 50% vote for BC-STV.73

New Brunswick

In 2003, the New Brunswick government estab-
lished a Commission on Legislative Democracy 
to study democratic reform in New Brunswick. 
Among other recommendations, the Commis-
sion recommended implementing proportional 
representation for elections to the New Bruns-
wick Legislative Assembly. It recommended the 
adoption of MMP with 36 single-member riding 
seats and 20 party list seats elected within four 
approximately equally-sized regions.74 It also 
recommended that the government hold a bind-
ing referendum on whether to adopt the new 
system.75 The government initially adopted the 
Commission’s recommendations and agreed to 
hold a referendum at the same time as the 2008 
municipal elections.76 Before that referendum 
was held, however, the government was defeated 
and the new government decided to retain first-
past-the-post without holding a referendum.77

Prince Edward Island

In 2003, retired Prince Edward Island Chief Jus-
tice Carruthers was appointed as a commission 
of inquiry to investigate the appropriateness 
of changing PEI’s electoral system. He recom-
mended the adoption of an MMP system similar 
to that of New Zealand with about 21 riding seats 
and 10 party list seats.78 In response, the Legis-
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lative Assembly passed a motion directing the 
appointment of an eight-member Commission 
on Prince Edward Island’s Electoral Future to 
develop a public education program, to develop 
a plebiscite question, and to recommend when 
a plebiscite should be held.79 The Commission 
altered Justice Carruthers’s seat breakdown to 17 
riding seats and 10 party list seats.80

As recommended by the Commission, the 
question “Should Prince Edward Island change 
to the Mixed Member Proportional System as 
presented by the Commission on PEI’s Electoral 
Future?” was put to the voters in a plebiscite on 
November 28, 2005.81 The Premier announced 
that the government would implement MMP if 
the change was approved by 60% of voters and 
the majority of voters in 60% of electoral ridings. 
In the end, only 33% of the electorate turned out 
in the plebiscite and 64% voted “no.”82

In July 2015, the newly elected Liberal gov-
ernment released a White Paper on Democratic 
Renewal proposing the adoption of AV with 
four large districts aligned with the federal rid-
ings and six small single-member ridings within 
each large district, for a total of 28 MLAs.83 The 
Legislative Assembly responded by striking a 
Special Committee on Democratic Renewal. 
After conducting public hearings, it issued its 
First Report recommending that a plebiscite on 
electoral reform take place in November 2016, 
that community consultations concerning the 
plebiscite question take place in early 2016, and 
that the new systems to be presented to the pub-
lic for discussion include the current first-past-
the-post with the addition of seats for leaders of 
political parties that receive a certain threshold 
in the popular vote; a preferential vote system; 
MMP; dual-member MMP; and the mainte-
nance of the current system.84 The Committee’s 
report was accepted unanimously by the Legisla-
tive Assembly.85

In April 2016, the Committee issued its Sec-
ond Report recommending that the plebiscite use 
a ranked multi-option ballot listing the current 
first-past-the-post system and the four reform 
options the Committee identified.86 Again, the 
Committee’s report was accepted unanimously 
by the Legislative Assembly.87 The Plebiscite Act 

was also amended to allow the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor in Council to make orders for the conduct 
of the plebiscite, including permitting the use of 
telephone and online voting and allowing 16 and 
17-year olds to vote.88 Voting in the plebiscite 
took place online and by telephone from Octo-
ber 29 to November 7, 2016, and in person on 
November 4 and 5, 2016. At the time of writing, 
the results were not yet available. 

Nova Scotia

After voter turnout in the July 2015 by-elections 
dipped below 38% in one riding, Nova Scotia’s 
Premier floated the idea of considering a pref-
erential vote system with reporters. He did not, 
however, commit to bringing forward electoral 
reform in this mandate and stated he would con-
sult with opposition parties before taking any 
action.89 To date, the government has not taken 
any further action.

Manitoba

Manitoba’s Premier announced in December 
2015 that an all-party task force would examine 
possible electoral changes, including whether 
the current first-past-the-post system should 
be replaced. The task force was only intended to 
start once the federal government has concluded 
its electoral system review.90 After defeating the 
NDP government in the April 2016 provincial 
election, however, the new Conservative govern-
ment has not indicated any intention to consider 
electoral reform.

Québec

In February 2003, the Estates General on the 
Reform of Democratic Institutions was held in 
Québec City. Over 1000 citizens participated in 
a series of workshops on democratic reforms. 
Those workshops had been preceded by town 
hall meetings across Québec at which the Estates 
General’s Organizing Committee had met with 
more than 2,050 people. In March 2003, the 
Organizing Committee submitted its report to 
the Minister responsible for the Reform of Dem-
ocratic Institutions. It recommended that the 
existing first-past-the-post system be replaced 
by a system called panachage. The National 
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Assembly would be made up of 125 ridings. Each 
region of Québec would elect the same number 
of MNAs as it previously did but on a region-
wide basis whereby voters would have as many 
votes as the total number of MNAs to be elected 
for the region.91

Two days after the report was released, a 
provincial election was called and the govern-
ment was defeated. The new government did 
not implement the Estates General’s recom-
mendations. Instead, it tabled a draft bill which 
proposed an MMP system with 77 riding seats 
and 24 to 27 party list seats. Electors would only 
cast one vote — party list seats would be awarded 
based on the parties’ respective shares of the rid-
ing seat vote.92 The National Assembly struck a 
Select Committee to consider the draft bill which 
recommended that a new MMP electoral system 
be designed but expressed a number of caveats 
with the precise system set out in the draft bill 
and suggested that the government redraft the 
bill.93 In the end, the government did not pro-
ceed with the draft bill.94

Ontario

Following the example of British Columbia, the 
Ontario government decided in 2005 to also 
create a Citizens’ Assembly to examine possible 
options for electoral reform.95 The Legislative 
Assembly struck an all-party Select Committee 
on Electoral Reform to consider and report on 
options for electoral reform. In November 2005, 
the Select Committee recommended the Citi-
zens’ Assembly be given a broad mandate, that its 
proposals be put to the electorate at a referendum 
to be held at the same time as a provincial gen-
eral election, and that the referendum be binding 
if approved by the majority of voters overall and 
the majority of voters in two-thirds of ridings.96

The Citizens’ Assembly recommended that 
first-past-the-post be replaced by MMP.97 Under 
the Citizens’ Assembly’s proposed system, there 
would be a two-part ballot allowing votes for 
both a riding MPP and a preferred party. 90 rid-
ing seats would be elected under first-past-the-
post while 39 party lists seats would be allocated 
based on the province-wide party vote. Candi-
dates could run locally, on a party list, or both. 

Unlike in New Zealand, there would be no provi-
sion for overhang seats if a party’s share of riding 
seats exceeded its share of the vote and parties 
could only obtain party list seats if they achieved 
at least 3% of the party vote (i.e., there would be 
no riding seat threshold).98

The Citizens’ Assembly’s recommendations 
were put to the electorate in a referendum held 
at the same time as the 2007 provincial elec-
tion. The Legislative Assembly had increased the 
threshold to make the result of the referendum 
binding to 60% of the overall vote and 50% of the 
vote in at least 60% of Ontario’s ridings.99 Vot-
ers were asked “Which electoral system should 
Ontario use to elect members to the provincial 
legislature? The existing electoral system (first-
past-the-post) / the alternative electoral system 
proposed by the Citizens’ Assembly (Mixed 
Member Proportional)?”100 52% of voters voted 
in the referendum and 63% of those voting chose 
to retain the existing first-past-the-post sys-
tem.101

Can Parliament Unilaterally 
Reform Canada’s Electoral System?

The example of other Commonwealth democ-
racies and Canada’s provinces will provide the 
Special Committee on Electoral Reform a wide 
range of possible options for electoral reform. 
When and if an option for reform is chosen, the 
question that will be asked is whether Parlia-
ment can implement the change itself without 
first holding a referendum or seeking provincial 
consent to a constitutional amendment. Only the 
most drastic changes that go far beyond what is 
likely to be considered would require provincial 
consent — many changes can be made by ordi-
nary legislation and even more can be made by 
a unilateral federal constitutional amendment 
under section 44 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 
Nor is there any requirement in Canadian law or 
convention to hold a referendum before chang-
ing the electoral system.
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Only the most drastic electoral reforms 
require provincial consent

Several provisions of Canada’s Constitution set 
the framework for federal elections. Section 37 
of the Constitution Act, 1867 requires the mem-
bers of the House of Commons to “be elected” 
in varying numbers for the various provinces.102 
Section 40 sets out the electoral districts into 
which the original provinces were divided “until 
the Parliament of Canada otherwise provides.”103 
Section 41 provided that the pre-existing elec-
tion laws of the several Provinces at the Union 
governed federal elections “until the Parliament 
of Canada otherwise provides.”104 Section 51 
requires “the number of members of the House 
of Commons and the representation of the prov-
inces therein” to be readjusted after each decen-
nial census.105 Section 51A ensures that each 
province shall always have at least as many MPs 
as it does Senators.106 And section 52 allows Par-
liament to increase the number of MPs from time 
to time, “provided the proportionate Represen-
tation of the Provinces prescribed by this Act is 
not thereby disturbed.”107 Finally, section 3 of the 
Charter guarantees every citizen of Canada “the 
right to vote in an election of members of the 
House of Commons or of a legislative assembly 
and to be qualified for membership therein.”108

Under sections 40 and 41, Parliament has 
the power to change the boundaries of electoral 
districts, “the Proceedings at Elections” and the 
“Powers and Duties” of “Returning Officers” by 
ordinary legislation so long as in doing so it does 
not change the fact that MPs are elected, that 
every Canadian citizen can vote and run for elec-
tion, and the number of ridings allocated to each 
province. A wide range of electoral reform could 
therefore be implemented by ordinary legisla-
tion. AV, STV, or MMP could all be implemented 
by ordinary legislation so long as the number of 
seats allocated to each province was not changed. 
Nothing in the Constitution mandates first-past-
the-post.

Changing the number of seats allocated 
to each province does require a constitutional 
amendment but it is the type of constitutional 
amendment that Parliament can and has made 
unilaterally on numerous occasions. From 1949 

to 1982, section 91(1) of the Constitution Act, 
1867 allowed Parliament to unilaterally amend 
“the Constitution of Canada” subject to certain 
enumerated exceptions.109 Since 1982, section 
44 of the Constitution Act, 1982 allows Parlia-
ment to unilaterally amend “the Constitution 
of Canada in relation to the … House of Com-
mons.”110 Since 1949, Parliament has regularly 
amended the readjustment formula in section 51 
and added seats for the territories under section 
91(1) and section 44.111

The Supreme Court has held that section 44, 
like section 91(1) before it, is limited to giving 
Parliament “the ability to unilaterally amend cer-
tain aspects of the Constitution that relate to [the 
federal] level of government, but which do not 
engage the interests of the other level of govern-
ment.”112 For example, changing the Senate from 
an appointed to an elected body (whether or not 
the elections had formal legal effect) or imposing 
fixed terms on Senators would alter the funda-
mental nature or role of the Senate in a way that 
engages provincial interests and thus precludes 
use of section 44.113

None of the electoral reforms that are likely 
to be proposed would change the fundamental 
nature of the House of Commons in the way that 
changing the Senate from an appointed body 
where Senators served until death or retirement 
age to an elected body with term limits would 
have. None of the likely alternative electoral sys-
tems would change the House of Commons’ fun-
damental role as an elected house elected on the 
basis of representation by population. Evidence 
of how much more fundamental the appointed 
nature of the Senate is to Canada’s constitutional 
architecture than the particular electoral system 
used to elect MPs can be found in the legislative 
debates leading up to Confederation. Unlike the 
lengthy debates over whether the Senate should 
be elected or appointed, not a single mention was 
made of the electoral system that should be used 
to choose members of the House of Commons.114

An argument could be made that a consti-
tutional amendment would be required to cre-
ate multi-member districts or districts elected by 
party lists because section 40’s reference to the 
four original provinces being “divided into Elec-
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toral Districts” precludes the adoption of pro-
portional representation systems that break the 
current one-to-one relationship between MPs 
and their ridings. That argument is unlikely to 
succeed. All of section 40, not just the specific 
riding boundaries set out therein, applies only 
“until the Parliament of Canada otherwise pro-
vides.” Even if that were not the case, implement-
ing such a change would also be the kind of con-
stitutional amendment Parliament can make on 
its own through section 44.

The only changes that Parliament cannot 
unilaterally make to the federal electoral system 
are (1) those which would require amending sec-
tion 3 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (i.e., 
depriving some citizens of the right to vote or 
run for election as an MP) which would require 
use of the general “seven provinces containing 
50 percent of the electorate in aggregate”(7/50) 
amending formula under section 38 of the Con-
stitution Act, 1982 because it would amend the 
Charter and thus not just be a change “in rela-
tion to the … House of Commons”; (2) making 
some seats in the House of Commons appointed 
rather than elected which would change the fun-
damental nature of the House of Commons as an 
elected body; (3) changing the principle of pro-
portionate representation of the provinces in the 
House of Commons which expressly requires use 
of the general 7/50 amending formula under sec-
tion 42(1)(a) of the Constitution Act, 1982 and in 
any event would be a change to the fundamen-
tal nature of the House of Commons; and (4) 
eliminating the right of a province to a number 
of MPs not less than the number of Senators it 
had in 1982, which expressly requires use of the 
unanimity formula under section 41(b) of the 
Constitution Act, 1982.115

But it is very unlikely the federal govern-
ment would consider making changes so drastic 
as to engage one of these exceptions. Whether 
the government ultimately decides to implement 
AV, MMP, STV, or some other variant of propor-
tional representation, the essential characteris-
tics of the House of Commons will remain the 
same — it will still be an entirely elected body 
with the representation of each province deter-

mined by its respective share of Canada’s popula-
tion.

There is no requirement to hold a referen
dum before reforming the electoral system

The Official Opposition has repeatedly asked the 
government to commit to putting any proposed 
changes to a referendum before they are enacted. 
To date, the government has refused to do so; 
instead, it has promised that the Special Com-
mittee on Electoral Reform will consult widely 
with Canadians and has given it the power “to 
advise on additional methods for obtaining the 
views of Canadians,” which could potentially 
include a referendum. The question of whether 
a referendum should be held before the electoral 
system is changed is purely a political one — nei-
ther law nor convention requires the government 
to hold a referendum before it makes changes to 
the current first-past-the-post system.

There is clearly no legal requirement to hold 
a referendum. Whether the changes are made by 
ordinary legislation or a constitutional amend-
ment under section 44 of the Constitution Act, 
1982, Parliament can enact the change itself. As 
provincial consent is not required, provincial leg-
islation requiring a referendum to be held does 
not apply.116 The federal Referendum Act, enacted 
to allow for a referendum to be held outside Qué-
bec on the Charlottetown Accord, is permissive 
rather than mandatory — it allows the Governor 
in Council to direct the holding of a referendum 
“on any question relating to the Constitution of 
Canada” but does not require it to do so.117

Nor is there a constitutional convention 
requiring the government to hold a referendum 
before changing the electoral system. A consti-
tutional convention is a rule of the constitution 
that is enforced by the political process, not the 
courts (although the courts do on occasion rec-
ognize whether a convention exists). Conven-
tions must be distinguished from mere usage — 
conventions are rules regarded as obligatory by 
the officials to which they apply whereas usages 
are just governmental practices which are ordi-
narily followed, but are not regarded as obliga-
tory.118
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Parliament has repeatedly passed constitu-
tional amendments changing the proportion-
ate representation of the various provinces in 
the House of Commons without first holding a 
referendum. The fact that some but not all prov-
inces have chosen to put their electoral reform 
proposals to referenda does not mean that Par-
liament feels itself obliged to do so. To the con-
trary, Parliament has approved more far-reach-
ing constitutional reforms (e.g. the patriation of 
the Constitution itself, the addition of further 
protections for aboriginal rights, the elimination 
of denominational school rights in certain prov-
inces, and the Meech Lake Accord) without first 
seeking the views of the electorate. Its decision to 
hold a referendum once (vis-à-vis the Charlotte-
town Accord) does not evidence an intention to 
be bound to do so in the future.

There therefore is no constitutional conven-
tion requiring a referendum to be held before 
Parliament changes Canada’s federal electoral 
system. Nor, for the reasons set out above, is 
there any need for provincial consent even if a 
constitutional amendment is required. The ques-
tion of whether Canada should have a new elec-
toral system and, if so, what form that system 
should take remains entirely in the hands of the 
MPs Canadians have already elected.

Appendix A — Motion Establishing 
Special Committee on Electoral 
Reform
That a Special Committee on electoral reform 
be appointed to identify and conduct a study 
of viable alternate voting systems to replace the 
first-past-the-post system, as well as to exam-
ine mandatory voting and online voting, and to 
assess the extent to which the options identified 
could advance the following principles for elec-
toral reform:

1) Effectiveness and legitimacy: that the pro-
posed measure would increase public con-
fidence among Canadians that their demo-
cratic will, as expressed by their votes, will be 
fairly translated and that the proposed mea-

sure reduces distortion and strengthens the 
link between voter intention and the election 
of representatives;

2) Engagement: that the proposed measure 
would encourage voting and participation in 
the democratic process, foster greater civil-
ity and collaboration in politics, enhance 
social cohesion and offer opportunities for 
inclusion of underrepresented groups in the 
political process;

3) Accessibility and inclusiveness: that the 
proposed measure would avoid undue com-
plexity in the voting process, while respect-
ing the other principles, and that it would 
support access by all eligible voters regard-
less of physical or social condition;

4) Integrity: that the proposed measure can 
be implemented while safeguarding public 
trust in the election process, by ensuring reli-
able and verifiable results obtained through 
an effective and objective process that is 
secure and preserves vote secrecy for indi-
vidual Canadians;

5) Local representation: that the proposed 
measure would ensure accountability and 
recognize the value that Canadians attach 
to community, to Members of Parliament 
understanding local conditions and advanc-
ing local needs at the national level, and to 
having access to Members of Parliament to 
facilitate resolution of their concerns and 
participation in the democratic process;

that the Committee be directed to issue an 
invitation to each Member of Parliament to con-
duct a town hall in their respective constituen-
cies and provide the Committee with a written 
report of the input from their constituents to be 
filed with the Clerk of the Committee no later 
than November 1, 2016 October 14, 2016;

that the Committee be directed to take into 
account the applicable constitutional, legal and 
implementation parameters in the development 
of its recommendations; accordingly, the Com-
mittee should seek out expert testimony on these 
matters;
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that the Committee be directed to consult 
broadly with relevant experts and organizations, 
take into consideration consultations that have 
been undertaken on the issue, examine relevant 
research studies and literature, and review mod-
els being used or developed in other jurisdic-
tions;

that the Committee be directed to develop 
its consultation agenda, working methods, and 
recommendations on electoral reform with the 
goal of strengthening the inclusion of all Cana-
dians in our diverse society, including women, 
Indigenous Peoples, youth, seniors, Canadians 
with disabilities, new Canadians, and residents 
of rural and remote communities;

that the Committee be directed to conduct 
a national engagement process that includes a 
comprehensive and inclusive consultation with 
Canadians, including through written submis-
sions and online engagement tools;

that the Committee be directed to study and 
advise on additional methods for obtaining the 
views of Canadians;

that the Committee be composed of twelve 
(12) members of which five (5) shall be govern-
ment members, three (3) shall be from the Offi-
cial Opposition, two (2) shall be from the New 
Democratic Party, one (1) member shall be from 
the Bloc Québécois, and the Member for Saanich 
— Gulf Islands;

that changes in the membership of the Com-
mittee be effective immediately after notification 
by the Whip has been filed with the Clerk of the 
House;

that membership substitutions be permitted, 
if required, in the manner provided for in Stand-
ing Order 114(2);

that, with the exception of the Member for 
Saanich — Gulf Islands, all other members shall 
be named by their respective Whip by depositing 
with the Clerk of the House the list of their mem-
bers to serve on the Committee no later than ten 
(10) sitting days following the adoption of this 
motion;

that the Committee be chaired by a member 
of the government party; that, in addition to the 
Chair, there be one (1) Vice-Chair from the Offi-
cial Opposition and one (1) Vice-Chair from the 
New Democratic Party, and that, notwithstand-
ing Standing Order 106(3), all candidates for the 
position of Chair or Vice-Chair from the Offi-
cial Opposition all candidates for the position 
of Chair or Vice-Chair shall be elected by secret 
ballot, and that each candidate be permitted to 
address the Committee for not more than three 
(3) minutes;

that the quorum of the Committee be as pro-
vided for in Standing Order 118, provided that at 
least four (4) members are present and provided 
that one (1) member from the government party 
and one (1) member from an opposition party 
are present;

that the Committee be granted all of the 
powers of a standing committee, as provided 
in the Standing Orders, as well as the power to 
travel, accompanied by the necessary staff, inside 
and outside of Canada;

that the Committee have the power to autho-
rize video and audio broadcasting of any or all of 
its proceedings; and

that the Committee present its final report 
no later than December 1, 2016.

Appendix B — Initial Membership 
of the Special Committee on 
Electoral Reform

Chair:

Francis Scarpaleggia (Lib.)

Vice-Chairs:

Scott Reid (Con.) 
Nathan Cullen (NDP)

Members:

John Aldag (Lib.) 
Alexandre Boulerice (NDP) 
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Matt DeCourcey (Lib.) 
Gérard Deltell (Con.) 
Hon. Jason Kenney (Con.) 
Elizabeth May (Green) 
Sherry Romanado (Lib.) 
Ruby Sahota (Lib.) 
Luc Thériault (BQ) 
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